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Modern lighting systems allow for light settings that are more in tune with users’ activities, by going beyond mere functional illumination. These systems have a large amount of controllable parameters such as intensity and colour of individual light sources. Using an autonomous control system is therefore an attractive option, especially since such control systems may also lead to reduced energy consumption. From a user experience point of view however, there are certain drawbacks to this automation.

This paper proposes a hybrid approach towards lighting control to create a dynamic balance between user control and system automation. Such a hybrid system has the ability to autonomously set the lighting according to its knowledge about the current context, while offering users the possibility to manually adapt the light settings. These manual adaptations can in turn be used by the system to learn about user preferences in various situations, and thereby to improve its future lighting suggestions.

To explore and evaluate this approach, a smart lighting system was developed as an initial implementation, and installed in a real office environment. The system employs a machine learning algorithm to achieve intelligent behaviour and provides users with an interface to control the lights and give feedback to the system. In a six-week study, the user experience of this initial implementation is evaluated. The results provide an insight in design considerations when adopting this approach for the design of smart lighting control systems. The considerations regard the type of machine learning, the degrees of freedom offered to the user, the insight in the system’s decision making process, and the user interface.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In modern offices, people are often confronted with a form of automatic control over their lighting. This trend is part of the ongoing developments in the area of smart buildings. Although definitions of smart buildings vary widely, one could say that they mostly aim for reduced energy consumption, increased cost effectiveness and employee comfort (Wong et al., 2005). Smart buildings employ lighting solutions that use sensor input (mostly occupancy and illuminance level sensing) to create desirable lighting conditions. In basic systems, the light on an office floor simply turns on when presence is detected, whilst the more advanced systems adapt the lighting level per desk/office area according to varying flux of incoming daylight, by controlling both artificial light and the window blinds. The state of the art systems go one step further and employ Artificial Intelligence principles to create a balance between comfort and energy efficiency (Dounis & Caraiscos, 2009). Indeed automated systems using occupancy sensing save energy compared to normal wall switches, whilst adding light level sensing and dimming, based on norms for different types of tasks, saves additional energy (Jennings et al., 2000; Singhvi et al., 2005).

Despite these positive effects, several studies have also reported the negative consequences of such automated lighting. With automated systems, people often experience a loss of perceived control over their lighting. As a result, they perceive their lighting to be of lower quality and are less satisfied with the lighting (Veitch, 2001). In turn, this may lead to a lower level of comfort, and thus reduced job satisfaction and productivity (P. R. Boyce,
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2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

As an initial implementation of the proposed hybrid approach we have developed a system that consists of an environment with adaptable lighting and various sensors, a smart-phone interface for users to control the lighting and a machine learning algorithm to predict and actuate the proper lighting in different conditions. In this section we will describe the system implementation. First, the environment and the available lighting are described, followed by an explanation of the machine learning algorithm and the user interface. Finally, we describe a typical usage scenario of the system.

2.1 Living-lab area

The system is implemented in a living-lab setup which functions as an area for informal meetings or personal retreat within our department (Offermans et al., 2012). This 'breakout' area is adjacent to an open plan office space which accommodates about 70 students and staff. The area allows people to leave their desks for a while, which gives them a change of scenery and allows them to work without being interrupted by e-mails or phone calls. The area is roughly divided in two areas; a retreat area with two lounge chairs and a meeting area with four couches (see Figures 1 and 2).

The area features a lighting system with coloured wall washing lights for atmospheric purposes and warm white down-lights for task lighting. All lights can be individually controlled in terms of intensity, and the wall washing lights can also be adjusted in colour. The system also has several sensors. Two Passive Infra Red (PIR) sensors monitor movement in the two separate areas, a sound pressure meter monitors general ‘loudness’ and a light level meter measures general light intensity in the room.

This particular type of area was chosen for its diverse usage compared to a desk work area, and therefore presents the system with a possibility to diversify lighting and distinguish between activities.

2.2 Lighting design and presets

The system in the area uses all available lamps to create a particular setting. As the initial implementation of machine learning relied on a number of lighting presets (rather than an infinite number of possible light settings based on continuous parameters), we defined eight output presets. We aimed to make these presets representative of a broader description of lighting in order to be able to generalize results for other environments. We therefore defined three lighting parameters along which the presets would be designed; brightness, warmth and dynamics. Together with a lighting designer, eight presets were created in the relative extremes of the parameter space, resulting in eight outputs (see Fig. 3).

An impression of the resulting light presets can be found in Figure 4, and could be described as follows:
Figure 4. Images taken in the living-lab with different lighting presets

(i) Warm-Red/Orange, saturated colours, little colour variety, very slowly changing colours
(ii) Cool-Blue, semi-saturated, little colour variety, very slowly changing colours
(iii) Red-Yellow, saturated colours, more colour variety, colours changing at visible pace
(iv) Cyan-Purple, semi-saturated, more colour variety, colours changing at visible pace
(v-viii) Similar to i - iv, however dimmed.

To verify whether the light presets did indeed match the parametric descriptions (in terms of intensity, warmth and dynamics) from which they were created, a pre-study was conducted in which 13 participants were shown four of the eight presets and asked to rate the lighting according to the three parameters (Dim – Bright, Warm – Cool, Dynamic – Static) on a 7-point scale. On average, participants scored the light settings as was expected from the intended design (i.e. the preset that was intended to be warm was scored as such). As can be seen in Figure 5, there were only two exceptions. First, Cool-Dim-Dynamic lighting was considered bright rather than dim. Second, Warm-Dim-Dynamic lighting was considered slightly static instead of dynamic. In general, the lighting was found to be more static than dynamic.

Regarding the representative value of the lighting designs for the output parameters, the warm and cool atmospheres clearly express this warmth parameter. Also for the bright-dim parameter, the overall difference was clearly recognized, although dim cool dynamic light was seen as bright. This may have been the result of the relatively large visible colour variety (lots of green) in this setting, which is also indicated by the strong dynamic score of this preset. For the dynamic-static parameter results were less clear, although it seems that static settings are indeed considered static. We can therefore state that the lighting designs were representative for their parametric description in terms of intensity and warmth, but not in terms of dynamics. Therefore the knowledge gained about preferences can be generalized in terms of intensity and warmth, and potentially transferred to other environments.

2.3 Machine learning and lighting prediction

To be able to predict suitable lighting based on the user’s previous lighting choices, the system employs a machine learning algorithm. For the initial exploration a supervised learning approach was chosen as it is relatively simple to implement. The prediction system relies on several input parameters (or features) that are known to the system. Based on lighting choices that users made in the past in similar conditions, the system selects the most suitable lighting output. The input features used in this implementation were user identity, type of activity, area in which the user will sit, time of day, incoming daylight and movement in the other area. Most of these features are measured by the system, however the type of activity and the area in which the user intends to sit have to be explicitly provided by the user. For the area, the user can choose between the meeting- and retreat area (see
For the type of activity the user can select one of four activity types that are a combination of creative or relax and individual or in a group (see Fig. 6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>individual</th>
<th>creative</th>
<th>relax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>group</td>
<td>sketching</td>
<td>reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supervisor</td>
<td>informal</td>
<td>meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.** Four categories of activities with example activities that could fit these types

A rule based classification algorithm was then used to determine the desired lighting output. The details of the applied algorithm are reported in (Gopalakrishna et al., 2012).

To provide the system with initial knowledge about what is considered desirable lighting, the system was ‘trained’ by the participants in a training session. During this session, the same 13 participants were asked to imagine themselves being in a scenario (the scenarios are described at the end of this paragraph), and set the lighting as they would like to have it in this particular scenario. All relevant environment parameters that would be used as input for the learning algorithm were varied. Participants could try as many settings as they pleased until they were satisfied with the final result. They would then be asked to motivate their choice. This sequence would be repeated four times with different scenarios.

Participants used a smartphone interface to set the lighting when they were in the room (the same as presented in Fig. 7.3). Before starting, they received a basic instruction about the control interface which contained icons representing the eight presets.

Four short textual scenarios were used to describe the setting in which participants were asked to imagine themselves to be. The scenarios were described such that they were representative for the four types of activities that the system would distinguish (active/relax and individual/group, as described before, see Fig. 6). Scenarios were verbally presented to the different participants in varying orders.

- **(v) Active Individual:** You have a rough idea-direction for your design project. You are going to make some idea sketches to explore the potential of this direction.
- **(vi) Relax Individual:** You have been working hard and you just want to take some time for yourself and browse through some web-pages.
- **(vii) Active Group:** You are having a weekly meeting with your coach/student about the ideas in your/his/her project.
- **(viii) Relax Group:** Two of your friends in the department are coming over for a cup of coffee and a chat.

The session provided data that consisted of 52 lighting-preset selections of 13 users in four different situations (four selections per participant, one for each scenario). These situations can be described by the parameters that were used by the system as input (user identity, activity type, the chosen area, time of day, amount of daylight and movement in the other area). The lighting preference in relation to the input parameters can be used by the machine learning algorithm to predict suitable lighting in various conditions. In an evaluation of the algorithm’s performance, it appeared that it produced prediction efficiencies that were below expectations (Gopalakrishna et al., 2012) (efficiency is a measurement for the quality of the prediction). However, as the purpose of the evaluation in this paper regards the user experience of the system, rather than the lighting predictions, the relatively low efficiencies are not problematic.

### 2.4 User Interface

The user interface that was created for the system serves two purposes. Firstly, it allows people to indicate the type of activity they are going to perform and the area in which they will do that. This information is used by the system to predict the suitable lighting and activate it. Secondly, the interface allows users to explicitly change the lighting if they are not satisfied with the system’s prediction, by choosing one of the eight available presets.

The user interface was implemented as an Android smartphone application that was developed for the purpose. It was intended to be as basic as possible, as the interface itself was not the focus of this study, but rather the experience of shared control with the system. After starting the application, the initial screen allows the user to choose from four activity types as well as to choose between the two areas (see Fig. 7.1). After this choice has been made, the system activates the lighting based on the prediction algorithm, and the user can either close the application or indicate the wish to adapt the lighting (see Fig. 7.2). If the latter choice was made; the user can select one of the eight light presets that are represented by a set of icons (see Fig. 7.3). During the evaluation, participants used their own smartphones to control the area. This also provided the system with information about user-identity, which was crucial for the algorithm.
algorithm. This algorithm would take into consideration all the input features described in section 2.3. Furthermore, participants would have the opportunity to manually adapt the lighting output through the smart phone interface. Due to the nature of the implemented learning algorithm, these adaptations could not be fed back into the learning algorithm during this study, so predictions were only based on the choices made during the training sessions.

During the usage period, all interactions with the system were logged, and the experimenters had informal conversations with the participants about their experiences with the system. After the usage period, participants were also asked to fill out a brief additional questionnaire. The questionnaire regarded the usage of the area and the control application; especially focusing on participants’ motivation for use. The questionnaire was also intended to evaluate the experience of control and the system’s smartness; more specifically its lighting suggestions. We will now present the results and discuss them in section 4.

3.2 Quantitative Results

In total, 79 interactions with the system were registered from 10 different users (an interaction was defined as usage by a single participant in which light changes were separated by less than 3 minutes). In 37 cases, people accepted the initial system suggestion (47%); in 6 cases, people only requested a new prediction; in the remaining 36 (46%) cases, people manually selected a new lighting condition. The new selection on average varied on 1 parameter (stdev = 0.6) in comparison to the initial prediction. To manually find the lighting condition they preferred, people on average tried 4 (3.83; stdev = 2.7) different settings before they were satisfied. When people were not satisfied with the prediction, the duration of the interaction that followed to find the desired preference was 1 minute 8 seconds on average (stdev = 1 min. 4 sec.).

The interactions took place in 53 sessions (a session was defined as usage by a single participant with interactions that are separated by less than 60 minutes). In 17 cases (32%), people used the application more than once during a session, with an average of 2.58 interactions per session (stdev = 0.91). These interactions were separated by a time span of on average 17.45 minutes (stdev = 9 min. 44 sec.).

3.3 Qualitative Results

After the study period, an additional qualitative questionnaire was sent to the participants. All respondents (n=5) indicated to have used the area between 4 and 10 times in the period of 6 weeks;
which is consistent with the logged data. We will first discuss the results of these questionnaires and afterwards discuss the results of the informal conversations.

All participants used the mobile phone application, as it was the only means to control the light. Whilst one person liked the personal aspect of the mobile phone, another indicated that taking the mobile phone out of his pocket broke the flow of entering the space and getting to work.

The lighting suggestions provided by the system were considered appropriate, but the participants indicated they were unable to get the reasoning of the system and felt as if most of the lighting conditions would have been suitable. In turn, this lack of understanding lead to a form of indifference towards the smartness of the system, and participants simply accepted what was suggested or changed it to a setting of their liking.

All participants indicated that the control provided by the smart-phone application was good, but relatively limited (i.e. only eight presets) considering the freedom that the lights could technically provide.

Regarding the smartness of the system, people indicate that they thought it is conceptually interesting and relevant, but that they did not experience the system’s smartness during this period. The main motivations that were mentioned for this, were the low frequency of use, the lack of insight in the system’s decision making process and the system’s inability to keep learning during the evaluation period (predictions were only based on the lighting choices made in the training session). Also one participant questioned the smartness of the system as there are probably too many relevant parameters for the system to take into consideration for predictions. Another participant doubted whether his own lighting choices were consistent enough for the system to learn. On the other hand, participants generally considered the lighting predictions to be suitable. Finally, two people suggested better integration with daylight control; which can currently only be obtained by manually closing or opening the venetian blinds.

Many of the results mentioned in this section, also came forward during the informal conversations throughout the evaluation period. Participants addressed the fact that the system did not express its ‘smartness’ and especially learning ability. Some felt that they would be more inclined to interact with the system if the effects of their interaction efforts would be more visible, and if they would have a better insight in the system’s decision making process. Also the issues of relatively limited light setting options and the smart-phone based interface were mentioned.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed a hybrid approach towards lighting control, and presented and evaluated an initial implementation of a system that uses this approach to create a balance between user and system control. Our aim was to explore the potential of this approach and to gain insight in the important aspects of such systems, especially in terms of user experience.

The results of the study show that participants adapted the automated lighting in approximately half of the cases which indicates that both system automation and manual control were appreciated. This may partially be attributed to an unsatisfactory lighting prediction, however judging from the qualitative results, this may also be a result of the general desire to have control over the lighting environment. This supports the case for the hybrid control approach, and indicates the potential for the use of machine learning in lighting control, which is in line with the findings presented by Torunski et al. (Torunski et al., 2012). Moreover it affirms the importance of an active role for the user in lighting control which we strongly advocate. The results also indicate that people sometimes (in about 1/3rd of the sessions) desire a variation in lighting during a session, and used the system to acquire this change. For a future implementation, we aim to explore the use of changes in lighting not only at the beginning, but also during the session.

From the design and evaluation of the implementation, several considerations for the design of hybrid control systems came forward which may inform the design of future lighting control systems. The considerations regard the freedom of control, the type of learning, the insight in the system’s decisions and the user interface.

First, the exploration sheds a light on the relevance of the control freedom that is offered to the user. In the current implementation, the eight lighting presets provided relatively little freedom in control. This meant that people were forced to use a predefined setting that most likely differs (at least to some extent) from their personal preference. Furthermore as the settings were the result of a parametric design exercise, they often appeared rather similar to other settings (e.g. there were only two colour schemes). Apart from the limitations this poses for the users, it also limits the learning abilities for the system, as the feedback provided by the users most likely does not match their more detailed preferences. The development of a system that uses continuous parameters instead is part of future work. Freely adjustable brightness, temperature and dynamics will be made available
to the users, as well as being used by the system for lighting prediction. We believe that one should aim to provide the available degrees of freedom to the user as long as this can be done in a comprehensible manner. It is likely this will improve both the system’s learning capabilities as well as the user’s feeling of control.

Second, for this exploration, the choice was made to use an implementation of supervised learning which meant that the system was not able to do ‘online learning’ (i.e. immediately use the manual adaptations made by the users to learn and improve future predictions). As users were aware of this, they knew that adapting the lighting would only contribute to their immediate experience and have no long term effect on the system’s behaviour. In turn, this reduced some of the users’ motivation to adapt the lighting. This aspect of the initial implementation contrasts our proposition in which machine learning is used as a hybrid mechanism that would allow user and system to actively and continuously collaborate on the light settings. To achieve this it is important that systems have a continuous learning process as opposed to a dedicated training phase. In general, it appeared that the specific machine learning approach used in the initial exploration; supervised learning was relatively limited and not the most suitable approach for the context. It was however chosen as an initial implementation to explore the opportunities and important aspects of machine learning for this context, and did indeed provide us with numerous insights. In future work we aim to use a reinforcement learning approach which will allow us to deal with the limitations mentioned above.

Third, the importance of the insight that users have in the system’s learning and decision making process became apparent. In the initial implementation this insight was not explicitly provided, which hindered the collaboration between user and system. People did not understand how and why a certain light setting was chosen. This lack of understanding in some cases lead to indifference towards the system, rather than the urge to support its learning process. We believe it is important to provide the user with insight in the systems decision, which is in line with the concept of intelligibility as proposed by Belotti and Edwards (Belotti & Edwards, 2001).

Finally, if we wish to elicit interaction with the system to provide user-control and to feed the learning process, this interaction should match the flow of the activity that is going on or initiated. In our initial implementation, the mobile phone application was the only available interaction mechanism which was in some cases considered disruptive as control was not readily available. Besides manually changing the lighting, the user also had to use his/her smart phone to explicitly provide input to the prediction algorithm about the intended activity. Both this input for the prediction, as well as manually adapting the lighting would better be done through an interface that is more easily accessible, and for instance physically present in the area. This could further stimulate the dialogue between user and system and contribute to better balance between user and system control.

Concluding, we have explored a hybrid approach for the control of modern lighting systems, through an initial implementation and evaluation, aiming to achieve a balance between user and system control. An evaluation of the initial implementation provided several considerations that can inform the design of future lighting control systems and contribute to an enhanced user experience.
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